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Root Programs

- TLS & S/MIME
- Spring
- In-Progress
- Pace
- Trust Bits
- CCADB
Root Program Follow-up

- Policy
- Dormancy

- Compliance
- Barriers

- Dormant CAs should populate the JSON Array with a blank array (i.e. “[]”)

- crt.sh/apple-disclosures
Future Direction

- Not final, subject to change, etc.
- S/MIME
- Disclosed CAs
- CCADB
- Lifetimes
- Purpose
- Self-assessments
- Office Hours(?)
Log List entries cleaned up

2024 shards qualified -> usable in mid-November

2025 shards being accepted now, will be chasing by June 2023 for earlier usable status

The search continues....
certificate-authority-program@apple.com